To browse a text you may enter the name of the author or TLG number in the search box. The autocomplete feature is enforced. Once an author has been selected, a popup appears providing a list of the author’s works. Select the work you wish to browse.
Browser Features

**Search this text:**
This link takes you to Text Search with this text selected.

**Text Structure:**
Provides an outline of the text for easy navigation. If the citation is “line”, no text structure will be provided.

**Links:**
Use this feature to turn on the morphological links, n-grams or statistical information in the text.

**Book icon:**
Click on this icon to obtain a list of the author’s works

**Translation:**
When the TLG knows of a link to an online translation, this link will be activated. The translation will open in a new window.
When the links to morphology/lexica links are activated and the user clicks on a word in the text, the **morphological information** for the selected **wordform** will appear in the right hand section.

**Links to lexica** will open in a new tab/window.
When the n-grams links are activated, the text is highlighted. Wordform or lemma may be selected from the drop down menu. If you select “Wordform”, the n-grams will return exact matches. Lemma n-grams will detect minor variations in expressions.

Darker color indicates higher number of attestations for each N-gram. When the user clicks on a n-gram, the citations containing this combination of words appear. The TLG currently searches for combinations of three words (tri-grams). When no tri-grams are found, bi-grams are shown, if available. For more information see help file on N-grams.
When Statistics Links are activated, the system will produce statistical information for each word the user clicks. The user will also be able to request statistical information for the entire work by clicking on the “View Work Statistics” Link.